A Murder Too Far
Headline-Analogy: A Bridge Too Far
Actually, there were other incidents before, and many have doubted if Netanyahu’s
presence close to the scene of the false-flag attack in London 2005 was purely incidental
[1]. The murder of a Hamas operative in Dubai on January 19th 2010 was outstanding in
that for the first time it really seems possible to prove Mossad’s ‘authorship’ to such a
misdeed. According to the rules of Meir Amit, the most innovative and ruthless directorgeneral of Mossad, “Each execution must be sanctioned by the incumbent prime minister.
Any execution is therefore state-sponsored” [2]. Therefore, it seems justified to connect
the Israeli Prime Minister to the murder as the one who stood behind the murder,
ordering it to be carried out. The Times stated that he had signed Al-Mabhouh’s death
warrant in the beginning of January, and it appears that some the agents had been in
Dubai twice before hunting him, using the same falsified passports (now probably burnt
or archived).

The Plot
Surveillance technology has spread across the World, allegedly to decrease the terror
danger. In reality, it is an Orwellian nightmare-come-true, ‘Big Brother is watching,’ but
there are certain things, Big Brother does not want to see. Therefore, the extensive
monitoring failed to produce incriminating pictures on 7/7, but also on 9/11 [3] or as
recently as the other evident false-flag in Chicago (and Amsterdam) after Christmas
2009 [4]. Considering the leading position of the Israeli technology in surveillance
technology, also including passport-scanners, it fills me with satisfaction that it has now
incriminated Mossad.
Previous Mossad-adventures have been described
separately [5]. What has raised International
attention was not the brutal murder itself – the
Western Governments have still not uttered any
remorse of that – but the abuse of copied passports
and identities of the citizens of Western European
nations. Among the first 11 accused, there were six
Britons, three Irish, one French and one German
passport owner, all living in Israel (and all waking up
some day in February to the accusation of complicacy
of murder). Mossad was using passports of
nationalities who were not required to have iris scans
None of their eyes were scanned [6]. The (falsfied)
passport-photos were then released by the police in
Dubai and brought by newspapers worldwide – the
first photo-show of Mossad agents. Furthermore, at least 5 American credit cards, using
the same names as the passport holders, were used to pay the flight tickets, and
Austrian pre-paid mobile telephones took care of communication to a commando central
in Austria. Weeks before, the agents had been training, using a hotel in Tel Aviv as a
training ground without alerting its owners [7].
The police also published a 27 minute long video, mainly produced by surveillance
cameras in the hotel, but also including airport- and street-surveillance, to show the
murderers and the victim [8]. According to that and various news information), the story
is reproduced detailed: on January 19, Emirates flight EK912 took off from Damascus at
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10.05am. On board was Mabhouh (Abu al-Abd). Already before he arrived, Mossad
agents were present; they had flown in from Paris, Frankfurt, Rome and Zurich
They knew when and where they should hit: Mahmoud al-Mabhouh had booked his trip
through the Internet and allegedly ran additional risk by informing his Gaza family by
telephone at which hotel he would be staying [9]. His brother, however, denies this part
of the story [10].

The killers, four men, leave the scene of
crime within 20 min., the surveillance
squad immediately after
Courtesy Dubai Police

Mr. Al-Mabhouh entered Dubai false name and was tracked from the airport to the luxury
Al-Bustan Rutana hotel. The killer command did not talk to each other but through the
command room [in Austria] on separate lines to avoid detection or linking themselves to
one another [11]. Some of the agents changed their outlook as they moved about the city,
putting on wigs and switching clothes. When Al-Mabhouh checked in to the hotel, at least
one Mossad agent stood close to him at the front desk trying to overhear his room
number (230). He specifically asked for a room with no balcony, presumably for security
reasons. Two other agents, dressed in tennis clothes, followed him into the lift to confirm
which room he was going to. The carpet in front of the escalator was walked thin by the
two spies, called Kevin and Gail after their probably stolen identity. Another operative
booked the room opposite for that night. When the target left his room, four men crossed
the corridor to break in, while others stood guard in the lobby [12]. Probably they had
reprogrammed the lock on the room 230; an attempt to do so was registered by the
system at the appropriate time. If they succeeded is not certain, possibly the mission
only was completed when somebody knocked the door, pretending to be from the room
service.
The murdered victim was only discovered the following day, the 20th at 1:30 p.m.
When the killers left they relocked the door and left a “Please do not disturb” sign on it.
The following day, Al-Mabhouh’s wife called Hamas officials to ask about her husband. He
wasn’t answering his mobile phone, she told them. After several failed attempts to reach
him on phone, the hotel’s administration opened the door, which seemed locked from the
inside. In the room some medicine for high-blood pressure was found — perhaps planted
by Mossad in order to mislead the doctors in determining the reason for the sudden
death. Indeed, initial medical reports stated that the cause of death was an increased
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blood pressure in the brain (torture sequels?) or a heart attack, the real cause was then
determined later.
According to the medical post-mortem report, the victim was tortured, including
being electrocuted (tasered?), before being suffocated. A tourist arrived at al-Mabhouh's
hotel floor and had a friendly conversation with Kevin. It's not clear if this person was
involved with the plot, or whether Kevin was trying to distract him or her (digitalized)
just as the killing was about to take place. Then the killers were seen leaving in pairs, but
the four men, after all, in the same elevator. The killer command spread over the world,
using different planes. How many they were is currently uncertain, apart from the
before-mentioned 11 it could be up to 7 more (not counting the Central in Austria and
the deciders in Israel). A Palestinian couple, allegedly connected to the crime, was
extradited from Jordan. What a crowd at the gallows if all involved were punished
simultaneously in Dubai.
Haaretz asked: “Will biometric passports hurt the outreach of Israel's intelligence?”
[13]. Mossad has a load of older passports which are now useless, obviously a greater
problem than one may assume. The British, Irish and French governments have
protested against the abuse of their citizen’s identity – even the Germans have invited
the Israeli ambassador for cosy talks in the afternoon.
Brother Alfonso from the Mafia wonders how much the action may have cost. “We
can do it cheaper, faster and more discrete,” he claims. But he is a goyem.
John Schou
February 20, 2010
Two weeks later, the circle of suspects was
enlarged: “Dubai police have identified 15 new
suspects over the attack at a Dubai luxury hotel …
six new British names, as well as three more Irish
passport-holders,
three
French
and
three
Australian,” the Times reported [14]. The
Australians reacted as hart as their Jewish lobby
could permit – which is not very much – calling
the Israeli to the Foreign Ministry that if his
country was involved in the Murder in Dubai with
forged Australian passports, “it would not be considered the act of a friend” (gulp, excuse
me, Ambassador but I have to say something – it’s not personal).
The three Australians and probably all the new suspects all live in Israel, as does all
the first 11 suspects. Why this and why were such a crowd involved? First, this may
express an uncertainty about using totally forged passports. Maybe there exists a file of
authorized passports, explaining their obsession to steal living person’s identity. They
would then have an alarm bell ringing, if any of their doublets would turn up in the
airport and intend to leave the country. Only the Israelis themselves could take care of
that. Second, since only the identities were stolen, the photos, delivered by the passport
scanners in Dubai, pose pictures of the searched culprits. Third, the multitude of agents,
of which only a minority turned up at Al-Bustan Rutana hotel, indicate uncertainty of Mr.
Mabhouh’s lodging. The previously cited claim of betrayal reserved hotel is therefore
fake.
February 25, 2010
The murder appears to have been committed more brutally than generally assumed
[15].A muscular relaxant, Suxamethonium, was injected in the victim’s leg. It produces
paralysis without influencing consciousness and thus causes a cynical suffocation. Worse,
the last muscle to be paralysed is the diaphragm, so the sensation of paralysis is kept
upright some minutes after the extremities are paralysed.
March 1, 2010
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